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“Informed decision-making comes from a long 
tradition of guessing and then blaming others 
for inadequate results.”

Let’s stop guessing.

Why Simulation?
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• Monte Carlo methods randomly select values to 
create scenarios of a problem by performing 
statistical sampling experiments. 

• These values are taken from within a fixed range and 
selected to fit a probability distribution [e.g. bell 
curve, linear distribution, etc.]. 

• This is like rolling a dice. The outcome is always 
within the range of 1 to 6 and it follows a linear 
distribution - there is an equal opportunity for any 
number to be the outcome.

What is Monte Carlo Simulation?
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• The technique was named for Monte Carlo,
Monaco, where the primary casino attractions are
games of chance such as roulette wheels, dice,
and slot machines.

•

Why Monte Carlo?
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Monte Carlo Example: Estimating π

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pi (π) is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter. It doesn't matter how big or small the circle is - the ratio stays the same.http://www.angio.net/pi/whypi.htmlPi is easy to observe, but hard to compute accurately by hand.e^(ix) = cos(x) + isin(x)bible 1 Kings 7:23.In 1 Kings 7:23 we read, He [Solomon] made the Sea of cast metal, circular in shape, measuring ten cubits from rim to rim [diameter = 10] and five cubits high. It took a line of thirty cubits to measure around it. [circumference = 30] Albert Einstein was born on pi day (3/14/1879)http://funskyshinesschool.edublogs.org/2011/03/10/pi-day-fun-facts/Richard Feynman called Euler's formula "our jewel"[2] and "one of the most remarkable, almost astounding, formulas in all of mathematics.“http://tetrahedral.blogspot.com/2011/01/our-jewel-eulers-formula-and-eulers.html
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C= 𝟐𝟐πr

• You can measure Pi by constructing a physical wheel and 
rolling it out.

• When a circle's diameter is 1 unit, its circumference is π 
units.

• - but you won't get more than a digit or two of accuracy.

Monte Carlo Example: Estimating p

Presenter
Presentation Notes
223/71 < Pi < 22/7 
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You can measure Pi by 
bracketing a circle with 
polygons. This is easy 
with polygons with small 
numbers of sides, but it 
gets harder as you add 
sides.

A= πr2

Monte Carlo Example: Estimating π
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(x, y)

Monte Carlo Example: Estimating π

• If you are a very poor dart player, it is easy to imagine 
throwing darts randomly at the above figure, and it should 
be apparent that of the total number of darts that hit within 
the square, the number of darts that hit the shaded part 
(circle quadrant) is proportional to the area of that part.  
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• Buffon’s Needle Experiment: 
• Drop a needle of length L at random on grid of parallel lines of spacing D.

• For L less than or equal D we obtain 

• P(needle intersects the grid) =𝐿𝐿
𝐷𝐷
2
π

• If we drop the needle N times and count R intersections we obtain 

• P = =𝐿𝐿
𝐷𝐷
2
π= 𝑅𝑅

𝑁𝑁
π = 2 𝐿𝐿

𝐷𝐷
. 𝑁𝑁
𝑅𝑅

Georges Louis Leclerc Comte de Buffon 
(1707-1788)

Monte Carlo Example: Estimating π
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Monte Carlo Example: Estimating π
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• In the late 1940s, scientists at the Manhattan Project
at Los Alamos National Laboratory used Monte Carlo
Simulation method to predict the range of possible
nuclear explosion results.

What is Monte Carlo Simulation?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work involved a direct simulation of the probabilistic problems concerned with random neutron diffusion in fissile material; but even at an early stage of these investigations, von Neumann and Ulam refined this particular "Russian roulette" and "splitting" methods.
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• Models that imitate real-life
• Same basic idea

– Decision variables
– Inputs (certain or uncertain?)
– Outputs

• Key distinction
– Use random numbers to drive results

• The advantage: It shows an entire distribution 
of results, not simply a bottom-line result

Simulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While most spreadsheet analysts are not rocket scientists, the principles of how to forecast results with uncertainty are almost exactly the same.
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• You Can Simulate Anything!
– Playing poker
– Investing in the stock market
– Running a grocery store

• Cheap and fast experimentation: Like a lab
– What if we use 4 checkout registers instead of 3 in the 

grocery store? 
 Simulation is cheaper than actually buying the 
equipment and see what happens. 

Simulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training pilotVideo Game
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• An example: Calculating the NPV of the profits 
from a new modal car

• Lots of uncertainties, such as?
• We can build a spreadsheet model with our best 

guesses and report a single NPV 
 incomplete and probably misleading

• Or we can enter probability distributions for the 
uncertain quantities and see how the NPV varies 
as these quantities vary  a distribution of NPVs

Simulation: When NPV meet Reality
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You can do risk analysis
• Find the worst and best case scenarios, the 

variance of payoffs etc. 
• Answer questions like:

– Which project is the riskiest?
– What is the probability that the firm will not break-

even?
– What is the probability that the investment will 

yield at least a 20 % return? 

Simulation
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• Monte Carlo method is often referred to as the 
“method of last resort”,  as it is apt to consume large 
computing resources;

• Characteristics:
– consuming vast computing resources 
– have historically had to be executed upon the 

fastest computers available at the time 
– and employ the most advanced algorithms
– implemented with substantial programming 

acumen. 

Drawback of Simulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vs Closed form solution
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Cartoon
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Generating Random Numbers
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• Does Anything Really Happen at Random?
• According to Stanford statistics professor Persi Diaconis, we 

shouldn’t, or at least we should take great care in doing so. 
• Diaconis looks closely at the physical and mathematical details 

behind such things as coin tosses, roulette wheels, dice-throwing and 
card-shuffling. He discovers that even the smallest changes in initial 
conditions (type of coin, force of spin, wind conditions, number of 
shuffles) can have big consequences.

• Coins spun on their edges on a tabletop do not come up 50/50. 
• Coins spun in the air and allowed to land on the ground will exhibit 

less randomness than those caught in the hand. 
• It takes at least how many riffle shuffles of a deck of cards to 

approximate randomness. 

What is really about Randomness?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://mccombstoday.org/2010/02/debunking-the-rules-of-randomnesshttp://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/gamblers-take-note-the-odds-in-a-coin-flip-arent-quite-5050-145465423/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAxEzxHkqyYIs Anything Really Random?According to Stanford statistics professor Persi Diaconis, we shouldn’t, or at least we should take great care in doing so. Diaconis looks closely at the physical and mathematical details behind such things as coin tosses, roulette wheels, dice-throwing and card-shuffling. He discovers that even the smallest changes in initial conditions (type of coin, force of spin, wind conditions, number of shuffles) can have big consequences.Coins spun on their edges on a tabletop do not come up 50/50. Due to varying centers of gravity, different coins will land in vastly different proportions (e.g., 1964 D pennies will land on tails 80 percent of the time!). Coins spun in the air and allowed to land on the ground will exhibit less randomness than those caught in the hand. Obvious applications of his findings lie in Vegas, and casino owners have been listening. For instance, it takes at least seven riffle shuffles of a deck of cards to approximate randomness—one to four shuffles doesn’t come close—and, as Diaconis wryly remarked, “it takes about 11 if the honor of your country depends upon it.”

http://www-stat.stanford.edu/%7Ecgates/PERSI/
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• Almost random numbers!
• Actually, they are “computer-generated random numbers.”
• Not truly random because there is an inherent pattern in any 

sequence of pseudo-random numbers.
• Lot of mathematics goes into building pseudo-random number 

generators (algorithms) so that the output is sufficiently 
“random”.

• Most of these algorithms generate U(0,1) pseudo-random 
numbers.

Pseudo-random numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.savagechickens.com/2010/04/honest-question.html
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• John von Neumann (1951):
“Any one who considers arithmetical methods of producing 

random digits is, of course, in a state of sin….There is no such 
thing as a random number – there are only methods to produce 
random number…We are dealing with mere ‘cooking recipes’ 
for making digits.”

Pseudo-random numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“These recipes …should be judged merely by their results. Some statistical study of the digits generated should be made, but exhaustive tests are impractical. If the digits work for one type of problem, they seem usually to be successful with others of the same type.”http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSA_(cryptosystem)A worked example[edit]Here is an example of RSA encryption and decryption. The parameters used here are artificially small, but one can also use OpenSSL to generate and examine a real keypair.Choose two distinct prime numbers, such as and Compute n = pq givingCompute the totient of the product as φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1) givingChoose any number 1 < e < 3120 that is coprime to 3120. Choosing a prime number for e leaves us only to check that e is not a divisor of 3120.Let Compute d, the modular multiplicative inverse of e (mod φ(n)) yielding,Worked example for the modular multiplicative inverse:The public key is (n = 3233, e = 17). For a padded plaintext message m, the encryption function isThe private key is (d = 2753). For an encrypted ciphertext c, the decryption function isFor instance, in order to encrypt m = 65, we calculateTo decrypt c = 2790, we calculateBoth of these calculations can be computed efficiently using the square-and-multiply algorithm for modular exponentiation. In real-life situations the primes selected would be much larger; in our example it would be trivial to factor n, 3233 (obtained from the freely available public key) back to the primes p and q. Given e, also from the public key, we could then compute d and so acquire the private key.Practical implementations use the Chinese remainder theorem to speed up the calculation using modulus of factors (mod pq using mod p and mod q).The values dp, dq and qinv, which are part of the private key are computed as follows:Here is how dp, dq and qinv are used for efficient decryption. (Encryption is efficient by choice of public exponent e)
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Properties of a “good” generator:
1. The number should appear to be distributed uniformly on 

[0,1] and should not exhibit any correlation.
2. Fast and avoid need for lot of storage.
3. Able to reproduce a given stream of random numbers 

exactly. Why?
4. Provision for producing several separate streams of random 

numbers.

Random number generators
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The Middle-Square method –developed by von Neumann for use in 
high-speed calculations with the first true computer (ENIAC) – is 
seriously flawed. But it provides a simple means to examine 
pseudorandom numbers. The algorithm that creates these numbers 
is pretty simple and straightforward:

1. Begin with an n-digit seed number.
2. Square it to obtain a 2n-digit number, adding a leading zero 

if necessary.
3. Take the middle n digits as the next random number.
4. Repeat.

Middle Square Generator

John von Neumann
(1903-1957)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He was sociable and enjoyed throwing large parties at his home in Princeton,[16] occasionally twice a week.[80] His white clapboard house at 26 Westcott Road was one of the largest in Princeton.[81]Despite being a notoriously bad driver, he nonetheless enjoyed driving (frequently while reading a book)—occasioning numerous arrests as well as accidents. When Cuthbert Hurd hired him as a consultant to IBM, Hurd often quietly paid the fines for his traffic tickets.[82] He believed that much of his mathematical thought occurred intuitively, and he would often go to sleep with a problem unsolved, and know the answer immediately upon waking up.[16]Von Neumann liked to eat and drink; his wife, Klara, said that he could count everything except calories. He enjoyed Yiddish and "off-color" humor (especially limericks).[11] At Princeton he received complaints for regularly playing extremely loud German marching music on his gramophone, which distracted those in neighbouring offices, including Einstein, from their work.[83] Von Neumann did some of his best work blazingly fast in noisy, chaotic environments, and once admonished his wife for preparing a quiet study for him to work in. He never used it, preferring the couple's living room with its TV playing loudly.[16]. Linear programmingBuilding on his results on matrix games and on his model of an expanding economy, von Neumann invented the theory of duality in linear programming, after George B. Dantzig described his work in a few minutes, when an impatient von Neumann asked him to get to the point. Then, Dantzig listened dumbfounded while von Neumann provided an hour lecture on convex sets, fixed-point theory, and duality, conjecturing the equivalence between matrix games and linear programming.[40]Later, von Neumann suggested a new method of linear programming, using the homogeneous linear system of Gordan (1873) which was later popularized by Karmarkar's algorithm. Von Neumann's method used a pivoting algorithm between simplices, with the pivoting decision determined by a nonnegative least squares subproblem with a convexity constraint (projecting the zero-vector onto the convex hull of the active simplex). Von Neumann's algorithm was the first interior-point method of linear programming.[40]Mathematical statisticsVon Neumann made fundamental contributions to mathematical statistics. In 1941, he derived the exact distribution of the ratio of the mean square of successive differences to the sample variance for independent and identically normally distributed variables.[41] This ratio was applied to the residuals from regression models and is commonly known as the Durbin–Watson statistic[42] for testing the null hypothesis that the errors are serially independent against the alternative that they follow a stationary first order autoregression.[42]Subsequently, John Denis Sargan and Alok Bhargava[43] extended the results for testing if the errors on a regression model follow a Gaussian random walk (i.e. possess a unit root) against the alternative that they are a stationary first order autoregression.
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• Let X0 be the seed value (initial value of the 
sequence).

• Then the next values are generated by:

• a = the multiplier; c = increment; and m = 
modulus.

• Obviously, Xn can take values: 0, 1, … m-1.
• The U(0,1) pseudo-random number is 

generated by Xn/m.
• Values of a, m, and c are chosen such that 

LCG satisfies the properties of “good” 
generator.

• The Mersenne Twister: 219937–1

( )( ).  mod1 mcaXX nn += −

Linear Congruential Generators (LCG)

Marin Mersenne
(1588 - 1648)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mersenne Twister gets its name from its huge period of 219937–1. This number is one of the largest known Mersenne primes. It is believed that the Mersenne Twister would probably take longer to cycle than the entire future existence of humanity (and, perhaps, the universe). However, if you observe enough numbers generated by the Mersenne Twister, the generator would allows all future numbers to be predicted; therefore, the Mersenne Twister is not suitable in cryptography. This illustrates the fact that no single PRNG is the best choice for all applications.The period of a general LCG is at most m, and for some choices of factor a much less than that. Provided that the offset c is nonzero, the LCG will have a full period for all seed values if and only if:[2]and are relatively prime,is divisible by all prime factors of ,is a multiple of 4 if is a multiple of 4.Math lovers rejoice at this mind-boggling discovery. A professor at the University of Central Missouri harnessed the power of a research computer to calculate what is now the world's largest ever prime number. It is over 22 million digits long -- 22,338,618, to be precise. That exceeds the previous record by nearly 5 million digits, according to a press release from the Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS) Project, which is devoted to finding new prime numbers.The number is so huge it's been given its own name: "M74207281."
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Example: a = 13, c=0, m = 26=64, and X0 = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Linear Congruential Generators (LCG)

Period Determination Using Various seeds
i Xi Xi Xi Xi

0 1 2 3 4
1 13 26 39 52
2 41 18 59 36
3 21 42 63 20
4 17 34 51 4
5 29 58 23
6 57 50 43
7 37 10 47
8 33 2 35
9 45 7
10 9 27
11 53 31
12 49 19
13 61 55
14 25 11
15 5 15
16 1 3

( )( ).  mod1 mcaXX nn += −
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• Why this is important? 

• m = 215 -1=32767

Linear Congruential Generators (LCG)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2^15-1=
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Pseudorandom vs Quasirandom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
latin hypercube random
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Runs test
• Directly tests for independence.
• We examine the sequence of values for unbroken subsequence 

of maximal length within which the Ui’s increase/decrease 
monotonically. 

• Such a sequence is called a run. 
• Concerns:

 Number of runs
 Length of runs

Testing Random Number
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Runs test
If N is the number of numbers in a sequence, the maximum 

number of runs is N-1, and the minimum number of runs is 
one.

If “a” is the total number of runs in a sequence, For N > 20, 
the distribution of “a” approximated by a normal 
distribution, 

Testing Random Number

   
90

29) -(16N 2 =aσ   
3

1) -(2N 
=aµ

),( 2
aaN σµ
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Based on runs up and runs down, determine whether 
the following sequence of 40 numbers is such that the 
hypothesis of independence can be rejected where α
= 0.05.

0.41    0.68    0.89    0.94    0.74    0.91    0.55    0.62    0.36    0.27
0.19    0.72    0.75    0.08    0.54    0.02    0.01    0.36    0.16    0.28
0.18    0.01    0.95    0.69    0.18    0.47    0.23    0.32    0.82    0.53
0.31    0.42    0.73    0.04    0.83    0.45    0.13    0.57    0.63    0.29 

Testing Random Number

The sequence of runs up and down is as follows:
+ + + − + − + − − − + + − + − − + − + − − + − − + − + + − − + + − + − − + + −
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• There are 26 runs in this sequence. 

• With N=40 and a=26, 

• Then, 

• Z = (26 - 26.33) / sqrt(6.79) = -0.13

– Now, the critical value is 1.96, so the independence of the 
numbers cannot be rejected on the basis of this test. 

Testing Random Number

  26.33 
3

1) - 40(2
=

×
=aµ    6.79

90
29) - 40(162 =

×
=aσ
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• We wish to generate a random variate X that is continuous 
and has a distribution function that is continuous and 
strictly increasing when 0 < F(x) < 1.

• Let F-1 denote the inverse of the function F.
• Then the inverse transformation algorithm is:

1. Generate U ~ U(0,1)
2. Return X = F-1(U).

• To show that the returned value X has the desired 
distribution F, we must show                          . 

)(                       
))((UPr                       

))((U))F(FPr()(U)FPr( -1-1

xF
xF

xFx

=
≤=

≤=≤

Inverse transformation method

{ } )(Pr xFxX =≤
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Uniform (a,b)
Using inverse-transform method 
1. Generate U ~ U(0,1).
2. Return X = a + (b-a) U.

Generating Random Variables

uabauFX
ab
axxF

ab
xf

)()(

)(

1)(

1 −+==
−
−

=

−
=

−

Probability density function Cumulative distribution function
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Exponential (β)
Once again, using inverse transform method
1. Generate U ~ U(0,1).
2. Return X = -1/ λ* ln(U).

Generating Random Variables

λ

λ
λ

λ

)ln()(

1)(
)(

1 uuFX

exF
exf

x

x

−==

−=

=

−

−

−

Probability density function Cumulative distribution function
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Normal – N(0,1)

• The Box-Muller Transformation

1. Generate U1,U2 as IID U(0,1). 

2. Set ( )
( )

).1,0(~,
2sin)ln(2

2cos)ln(2

21

212

211

NXX
UUX

UUX

π

π

−=

−=

Generating Normal Variable36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diagram of the Box Muller transform, which transforms uniformly distributed value pairs to normally distributed value pairs. The initial circles, uniformly spaced about the origin, are mapped to another set of circles about the origin that are closely spaced near the origin but quickly spread out. The largest circles in the domain map to the smallest circles in the range and the smallest to the largest. 
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Cartoon
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Monte Carlo Simulation with Excel
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• Use pseudo-random numbers in place of fixed 
inputs in a spreadsheet

• Draw a random number many times
• Perform a statistical analysis of the results
In Excel: 
• RAND()

– Pseudo-random number between (0,1)
• Each time the spreadsheet recalculates (e.g. 

whenever you calculate a new formula), new 
random numbers appear  new output values

Monte Carlo Simulation with Excel
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• Recalculation can be slow and annoying

• Or, Paste Special Values to replace random #s

Side Note: Working with Random #s

F9 to recalculate
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Monte Carlo Simulation with Excel
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• Uniform
– Equally likely to be between two points

• Discrete
– Few outcomes, probability and value

• Normal
• Triangular

– Min, Mode, Max

Some Common Distributions
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• The value will be between these two numbers 
and all possibilities are equally likely
– Competitor will charge a price between $6 and $10

Uniform Distribution

=6 + RAND()*(10-6) with Excel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
=RiskUniform(6,10)  with @Risk
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Discrete Distribution
Dice Roll Probability

Cumulative
Probability

1 1/6 1/6
2 1/6 1/3
3 1/6 1/2
4 1/6 2/3
5 1/6 5/6
6 1/6 1
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Can be General

Payoff Probability
Cumulative
Probability

$20 1/6 1/6
$25 1/3 1/2
$35 1/2 1
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• Consider the following demand distribution

• You can use the RAND() function to simulate: 
– If RAND() <=0.3  Demand=100
– If 0.3<RAND() <=0.5Demand =150
– If 0.5< RAND() <=0.8  Demand =200
– If 0.8< RAND() <=0.95 Demand =250
– If 0.95< RAND() <=1  Demand =300

Discrete Distribution
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• Consider the following demand distribution
Discrete Distribution
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• The price charged by our competitor will have 
mean of $8 and a standard deviation of 1

Normal Distribution

=NORMINV(RAND(),Mean,Stdev) with Excel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
=RISKNORMAL(Mean,Stdev) with @Risk
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• Consider the following Price distribution
Normal Distribution
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
=RISKNORMAL(Mean,Stdev) with @Risk
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• The price our competitor will charge is 
between $5 and $9 and is most likely $6.50

Triangular Distribution

$4.00 $5.00 $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $9.00 $10.00
Cu

m
ul

at
iv

e 
Pr

ob
ab

ili
ty

Competitor's Price
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• Problem description
– Each calendar costs $7.50; sells for $10.00
– Calendar is a perishable product

• Unsold calendars returned to publisher for $2.50
– Demand is uncertain

• Probability distribution
– Order quantity must be decided before knowing 

demand

Walton Bookstore: Calendar Order
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• Managerial questions:
– What happens if ordering 200?
– How many calendars to order?
– How risky the decision is? Best/worst case?

Walton Bookstore: Calendar Order
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• What should be the objective ?

• What is (are) the decision variable(s) ?

• Other than the decision variable(s), what else 
is needed to find the payoff (profit) ?

Walton Bookstore: Calendar Order
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• Model setup
– Objective – Expected profit
– Decision variable – Order quantity (trial value: 

200)
– Input Probability Distribution – We will first use a 

discrete distribution, then a triangular distribution
– Statistical Summary: Min, max, average profit and 

the standard deviation
• Run simulation (1000 iterations)

Set up the Basic Model
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• Walton believes that the number of calendars it can sell 
by February 1 follows this probability distribution

– In reality, it is clear that other values of demand are 
possible

Use Excel’s Built-in Functions
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• Generate random demand values following 
this discrete distribution  use RAND() and 
VLOOKUP() functions as we did before. 

• Calculate the profit for each demand value. 
• Then calculate the statistics like the average 

profit, min profit, max profit and the standard 
deviation of the profit using the Excel 
functions AVERAGE(), MIN(), MAX() and 
STDEV(). 

Use Excel’s Built-in Functions
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• The setup looks like this: 
Use Excel’s Built-in Functions
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• If we order 200 calendars
– On average we earn $183.50
– Risk: the standard deviation of the profit is 

$327.87!
• 31.60% of the time the profit is below 0!

• With computer simulation each time it is run 
the answers will be slightly different. Use a 
confidence interval.

Observations
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• Confidence interval is given by:

• In this case, we are 95% confident that the profit is 
between $163.18 and $203.82, when we order 200.  

Observations

n
sX 96.1±

Standard deviation obtained 
from the simulation

n=# of iterations

Gives a 95% 
confidence interval

Average Profit 

)82.203,$18.163($
100

87.32796.1$183.50 =±
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• Further managerial questions:
– Is 200 a good decision?
– Can we do better than that?

• Do a data table of average profit versus order 
quantity with different order quantities. 

Observations
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• Bootstrapping 

• Parameter estimation

• Best fit

• Subjective guess

Choosing Probability Distributions
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Cartoon
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